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Abstract 
Natural way of fabrication of devices that can be adoptable in the universe is discussed 

here. Global way of thinking in human understandably is by way of operation included by carbon 
value everywhere in the life form of operation. At the same time one can incorporate the thinking 
machine adoptable to the universal problem we face all along. Carbon based domain accessible 
by nature can perform the new thinking in robotics. Adjustments are there to outcome new 
electronic procurement to establish the thinking machine that can alter its own for a new frontier 
to come. Nano force identified here in human and all other living things can attract the new form 
of life operable everywhere in the universe. Calculations are being done that can be adoptable to 
the new circumstances, adjust the parameters, alter the new performance accordingly. Based on 
the force of attraction arising out of carbon value here, one can go on developing intelligence in 
the form of operation for the new life to exist accordingly. Accordingly adjustments are there to 
outperform all the difficulties we face today and tomorrow also. Many devices need to be 
developed for coexistence of new form of operation. Carbon value proves to be surviving in the 
generation next even though human being may not live longer than expected line of operation. 
Adoptable to be included in the new form of living being, all the human value to be included 
here as an alternate nature adoptable to the new circumstances.  
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Introduction  

On going through the life of living being based on carbon value, a unifying spatial 
convenience in molecule existing in nature despite there is difference in structure and alteration. 
The nature of forces involved for the conformations of molecule is found out some time earlier. 
Hydrophobic forces dominate in parallel by an important role in structure creation, stability and 
for the activity. Carbon dominates hydrophobic forces understandably here in biology. Role of 
carbon distribution in different order of sequences make them to have different nature. It is found 
out to be the dominant forces of attraction for molecules trying to maintain specific value of 
carbon over all [1]. Carbon is related to arrangement of building blocks on the structure of 
macromolecule. Each block of the molecule is accountable a lot to its carbon value. So the 
improvement can perform better in its role of carbon atoms in different blocks are to be 
descended carefully rather simple classification as polarity of nature.  

Carbon compound can perform the magneto electrical performance when they are 
producing another profile of action when in contact with another magneto-electric compound of 
carbon. If it were the magneto-electrical property, scientists can bring this to a simple platform 
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for large scale production of intelligence system at the interface of building blocks. Scientist 
bring that the mechanism of nano fabrication relies on the transfer of electron for the magnetic 
substrate to the carbon compound. The study to capture this phenomenon of macromolecular 
arrangement would argue that magneto-electricity becomes reality of modern world of 
intelligence system for the production of nano fabrication for robo life. It is widely accepted that 
graphite and other forms of carbon can have ferromagnetic properties, but the effects are so 
weak. After measuring the magneto electrical property of molecules, one can bring lot of 
application in robo design that can perform well in the years to come. Researchers were able 
measure this tiny magnetic moment by using magnetic force microscope and applying to 
nanotube. It is 0.1 Bohr magnetons per carbon in room temperature. Temperature may also be a 
factor here. It is 2.2 Bohr magnetons for iron. This magnetic property of carbon opens up a new 
era of science and avenue for replacement of life form. The nature and extent of carbon 
distribution in molecular structure give clue on the nature of molecule which is investigated here. 
The crystal structure of macromolecule are taken and analyzed with a question, how the carbon 
value varies around individual atoms in the given individual structure of molecule?  

Carbon role in all living beings are appreciated very well all across the cell system of 
operation where one might be getting the information from the DNA followed by RNA molecule 
where carbon alone dominates these operations of signaling and comparison of new life to 
develop accordingly. Well the same kind of operation can also be incorporated in the new form 
of operation wherein new central dogma of operation that can adopt and alter for a given 
situation is concerned wherein new environment is focused. Given that the new frontier of 
operation where all other has to be incorporated and adjusted accordingly. Renewable of 
operation can be incorporated adequately in the system being developed, adjusted value to be 
analysed for new generation of operation.  
 
Methods  
 
CARd3D Performance 

The structures of molecules are retrieved from online database [2]. The globular 
amphipathic domains (GAD) are found out using CARd3D [3] program which performs well 
several system of biological nature. Details are published in pubmed some time ago. Slight 
modifications are carried out to capture the internal carbon optimised domain (COD), which is 
being equivalent to GAD. Modification includes an average values for variety of diameters for up 
to 45Å.   Here it is taken only for short range of diameters (7-18Å) that captures the phenomenon 
of COD. Optionally dia for 16Å may be optimum for COD analysis. COD domain [4] is a one 
where participation of neighbor residues is dominant whereas it is lower in non-domain portion 
that is being carbon-high hydrophobic portion usually.  
 
Form of Operation in Protein Molecules 
 COD values are computed using CARD3D program is shown in figure 1. It is a plot of 
COD value against amino acid number. The plot is shown for dia 16Å as it is adequate to explain 
everything.  Electrical conductors and insulators are demonstrated to be that the possible electron 
flow (COD) and insulation (non COD) regions. Data shown here are for B chain of hemoglobin 
of human. There are electron flow regions-domains of carbon value of 0.3144 while other lower 
COD regions are non electrical conductors. 
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Figure 1 OCOD of individual amino acids in a surrounding of 16Å diameter.  Electrical conductors and insulators demonstrate 
that there are possible electron flow (OCOD) and insulation (non OCOD) regions. Data shown here are for B chain of 
hemoglobin of human. There are electron flow regions-domains of carbon value of 0.3144 while other lower OCOD regions 
are non electrical conductors. 

 The presence of internal CODs based on carbon value that function as an independent unit 
that share electrons themselves due to which the bond lengths got reduced  is captured in an 
another calculations. In domain regions there is reduction of bond lengths. It is a clear evidence 
of presence of domain in molecular regions. Otherwise it is carbon rich regions where insulation 
takes place. Note that there is a flow of electrons take place that alters the bond lengths. 
 Analysis of venomous protein (1UMR) reveals that the carbon distribution is not uniform 
everywhere in the molecule. For which instability comes in. The temperature factor also 
confirms this result. So carbon distribution is responsible for both stability and instability. This 
factor of instability can be better utilized for handling intelligence which needs to be fabricated 
for robotic operation for the said forth of life form.  
 
Patterns of Protein  
 Analysis of molecular structure of SOD reveals that the patterns reported in the literature 
are due to COD. There is maximum COD at site (45-56 (pattern1)) and not at site (137-
149(pattern2)). Pattern1 shows COD with higher dias while pattern2 is with dia22. In dia22 the 
pattern1 is not seen with COD value. Because it is associated with active site, protected with 
COD in higher dias where as pattern2 is just a stable domain with dia22. The patterns are not 
having COD with dia15. In fact pattern 1 is a domain in the N-terminal side of the active site 
(61-66). Pattern 2 is in hydrophilic region. Both are buried inside the protein. Any mutation can 
cause drastic change in the structure. So it is not tolerated. Fabrication based on this principle of 
pattern formation can be better exploited for fabrication technology of intelligence system 
operable device. 
 
Role of Metal Ion 
 Analysis confirms that the metal ion encourages the bound charged residues to take part in 
internal COD including side chains. Most of the times the side chains of the charged residues are 
trying to be interact with external counter ion, leading to be away from main chain which is not 
contributing to internal COD. Care must be taken that these are all happens in the water 
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environment while the future of operation may be required to happen in absence of water system. 
Design can be accordingly without water influence.  
 For a charged side chain atoms, when competition comes between internal COD and 
electrostatic interaction, the later dominates. So the internal COD may weaker than electrostatic 
force.  But the overall carbon dominated force arises due to internal COD in molecule is 
probably be strong.  Question is larger the protein more carbon force that leads to stronger than 
the small one that are in form. The unstable side chains of the aromatic and charged residues are 
stabilized by overall force which depends upon the neighboring residues. 
 From COD analysis of molecular structure having Cu & Zn ion confirms that the metal 
ion does alter the binding affinity considerably. It takes part in quenching the carbon disorder 
and encourages internal COD. The Cu ion makes the other disorder site more disorder while Zn 
ion reduces it considerably. So absence of Zn ion in biological condition may damage the protein 
activity. Both Cu and Zn alter the internal COD at active site significantly which again can 
change the binding capability. This can be better understood at molecular level for incorporating 
intelligence for future of evolving devices that can be part of human value. 
 
Discussion 
 In order to measure the deformation of building blocks in molecular structure, there exists 
a scale called internal COD value. Higher the value tougher the pattern is. Refractory molecule is 
one that retains strength and stability, electrical conductance, thermal toughness, chemical 
inertness etc.  One can classify patterns based on refractoriness that is internal COD value. Wear 
is term to distinguish the burial or exposure of patterns with specific internal COD value. High 
internal COD patterns are exposed while the disorder internal COD regions are trying to be 
buried inside. Porosity can also be introduced based on number of COD atoms in given diameter. 
Higher the number of atoms, denser the pattern is and richer in stability. Internal CODs are an n-
type semiconductor which are low thermal effect portions.  
 The percentage of internal COD reveals the disordered blocks and ordered portions. One 
can devise 3 or 4 sets for understanding the weaker and stronger portions in molecules.  
 The blocks involved in internal COD form a compact structure. The atoms are facing each 
other in such ways that meet the optimum value of carbon all over structure. The arrangement is 
to share electrons among them. The bond lengths reduce due to this in the structure. It’s like a 
Fermionic condensate, behaves like an n-type semi conductor, either conductor or nonconductor, 
but given the biological condition it allows electrons to go through and following the 
Sommerfeld model of atom. The adduct structure formed by this is behaving as if aromatic 
compound that can be water repellent. This can oppose alteration by any other interacting atoms 
in biological condition. 
 Internal COD comprise of amino acids having the above character in varying length. They 
are made from carbon and polar atoms of those building blocks organised in some facts of form. 
Internal COD parts are small and complex and delicate geometry but others are large in sizes that 
are in the form of internal COD blocks. There are varieties of internal COD forming 
compositions evolved in a variety of shapes and forms which have been adapted to a broad range 
of applications in biology. Where ever it occurs in molecule, they are subjected to conductivity. 
That is the linings of building blocks in COD built to electrical conductance. Building blocks 
used in the forming of COD are important for conductance whereas non COD blocks are to be 
utilized for intelligence system of operation in human object oriented development in new 
environment. Based on the application, CODs must resist molecule of interaction, oppose 
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chemical reaction, catalytic action and similar one. As variety of composition of internal CODs 
instruct a variety of performance and properties, many have been evolved in different shape-size.  
Large varieties of internal COD patterns are available. Only small ones are attracted with other 
interacting molecules. Larger CODs are not important. Small 5 amino acids long will do for most 
of the various interactions. Lightest and small amino acid series for internal CODs are available. 
One can go for development of molecule with higher stability and intelligence in the forth 
coming electronic devices adjustable to new environment. It is remarkable that scientists and 
technologist involved in intelligence based robo form can be achievable. 
 
Conductance Based on Carbon Profile  
 The percentage of carbon (31.44%) allows the stretch to semi-conductance. Hydrophilic 
portions are conductors and hydrophobic stretches are insulator. Valence band to conduction 
band is the principle behind hydrophobic to COD. It is an n-type conduction band rather than p-
type. In n -type, the gap between valence band and Fermi level is greater while it is low between 
conduction band and Fermi level. Based on this principle of conduction and carbon value one 
can design a nano devices for core of organizing robo development and memory devices. 
 
Carbon to Silicon 
 The challenge is that the carbon rich portions are attenuators from normal one, let them 
work as switch. The plan is to make the system function electronically that turn on and off in a 
reliable and operable way (just like silicon).  Coming up with molecules able to do these trick is 
the domain of carbon value. Fabrication of such a nano technology device, electro-magnetic 
electrical domain that works based on the nature of carbon value that acts as electronic devices 
can be under taken using a viral synthesis. Argument is that quantum effects that could 
eventually set fundamental limit on silicon devices.  The tunnel through silicon devices however 
be cleared by carbon value. At the same time the current flow may be allowed without any 
barrier of block by electro-magnetic electrical domain. Segregation of hydrophobic groups in 
protein can be exploited for division of two electrodes and for avoiding tunnel effect. The 
molecule is graded as an electronic material. Using such advancement in protein one can develop 
to have a nano wires of couple of nanometers along. Time to develop such technological 
advancement is limited by a factor of complexity of the working atmosphere limit. However 
advanced laboratories can perform well in this line of research. India is small in this direction of 
research. Based on the quality of operation, finishing is impossible. One can think in a larger 
spectrum of work based on previous work of research spectrum. It didn’t make sense to do all in 
one go that to right away. To work in much larger spectrum of research that works better can be 
opted one. One day or the other the nano devices are going to pop up for better world. 
Intelligence systems that can go along the new development are to come up very soon.   
 A perfect fit for nano devices are structure of electro-magnetic electrical domains. This is 
a few nanometers in diameter, can pass through electrons speeding through a molecular circuit. 
The problem is that associated carbon rich regions adjacent to domain cause disarray. Making it 
in an array form is classical art of living being. The fabrication technology is improved a lot. 
Fabricate complex structure by circuit in nature seemingly impossible here. Building any 
structures in nano form is now feasible at an affordable price of money. Turning these simple 
devices into complex logic circuits and integrates them into robo form are now possible 
adequately. One can fabricate new technology based devices for betterment in the universal 
living being. It is hoped that the nano derived electronics based on carbon value will inherently 
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be full of defects free like in silicon devises. At the scale of individual nano molecules, chemistry 
is so strong here providing enough evidence of research work here. Given to statistical 
fluctuations-sometimes in other chemical devices, it is hoped to work well in advancement of 
technology improvement. But it is here that the content we have identified is most important 
breakthrough. The predictions are already in developmental stage of research. Molecular based 
in electro-magnetic electrical domain is helpful to work fine in the intelligence system of living 
being. 
 
Nanotechnology for Intelligence 
 Releasing these carbon based domain with properties and comparison, one might develop 
a tiny sensors and actuators that detect and react intelligently to nano device clues. Nanochips 
incorporating sensors and actuators made out of electro-magnetic electrical domains are hoped 
serve needs of the body and respond by discharging an appropriate. Pioneer of molecular 
electronics, the true potential of the field could be realized in bringing the universe of 
nanoelectronics together with the universe of molecules. Molecular electronics could be the 
puzzle that finally helps to bridge the material gap between living being and robots.  
 Having found the intercalation of flat structure in molecule’s inner portion that bridges the 
gap between ordered portion with defective elements, the intercalation of macromolecule that 
resist flow of current, showing potential insulator in a passing electron portion for a miraculous 
stopping of current flow. Molecules with desired properties based on carbon value are useful to 
help in molecular computing an achievable target of research. Short devices are yet to be 
realizable. Nanoscopic plan of research are to come fast in the future world order of the current 
flow of nano technology program devices that can arrange for a carbon domains continuously for 
production of material devices.  
 
Conclusion 
 Development of molecule of interest for future technology with emphasis on 
macromolecular attenuation and conductance present in molecular system which are 
demonstrated here are to be given importance for future technological advancement in 
intelligence system. Research work that needs to be taken up here are extension of our further 
work. Patterns that represent coherence research learning amplify the research atmosphere. Work 
needs to be continued in all of this intelligence based research. Progress has been shown 
direction of research in this field.  
 Robots can be seen with life of human nature where all factors of sensation can hold life 
of newly developing nature of human one. Robots can be seen even in oxygen less atmosphere 
with adequate energy from sun. With advancement of robots vision on visible region might be 
ignored to the fact of long range wavelength for identity capture. Otherwise call it as web 
analysis tool that can evolve into human nature of all time slowly to come in the remote possible 
finally. Overall nature can be enrolled for modernization activity with modest realm of upcoming 
nature including scientific advancement called paradigm shift and all of the human world of 
action accordingly into form of activity that can prolonged for infinity of lifetime 
accomplishment where nature alone can perform both in real and unreal action coming from 
nature of carbon bound molecules since nature of interaction of carbon are from unrealistic 
nature in the sense that can only be seen in the experiment of truth where are the force of 
interaction coming from carbon role of intrusion that can adopt new life of action in the due 
course including human form of new generation that can perform better role over the current 
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adoption of human kind for transfer role of action futuristically by native human in the world of 
adoption negative to the other of half of the human kind where as humanoid may not undergo 
necessary changes as of now. 
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